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About This Content

Soak in the air of authenticity with some beautiful steel-and-wood Boxcars!

The X23 boxcar was a 40-foot standard box car of the Pennsylvania Railroad, built from 1911 to 1915 in a run of more than
6.900 cars in total. The car featured a steel under-frame and wood sheathing, making it extremely light compared to older cars.
The X23 served as a new standard design and it was also the base for the R7 refrigerator car, the X24 Automobile car and many

other examples of rolling stock from the Pennsylvania Railroad.

During WWII, the Pennsylvania Railroad had a shortage of cabooses. It was decided in 1943 to re-build some of the X23
boxcars into cabooses, which were named the NX23 class cabin car.

After WWII, new types of freight cars started to arrive and the X23 boxcars were quickly outdated. During the late 1940s and
1950s, the X23 boxcars were scrapped with some of the cars being assigned to work equipment services. A handful of X23 and

NX23 boxcars survived until the 1960s.
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This highly detailed model for Train Simulator, developed by 3DZUG and Trains & Drivers, represents this icon American
Steam Era boxcar as it was used after WWII and in the 1950s.

Key Features

X23 boxcar of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Custom numbering : 400 001 - 40105 & 501 001 - 501 852

Faithfully created model for Train Simulator

Different wearings and weatherings included (randomly selected)

Highly detailed models with steel-frame and wood sheathing

Custom sounds

Bettenheim trucks (post 1940)

Buckeye couplers

Era: Late 1940s -1950s

Download size: 141.7 MB
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Damn...... This game gave me the chills.
 Time to migrate to some remote region in Africa with no electricity. That's when you know big brother ain't watching.

For a 5 hour game (perhaps longer if you decide to replay it to explore more options), you should get the game during discount.

Music was great. Kept pumping heavy bass into my ears. Best if you've got good audio drivers on your PC or maybe an amp.

Rating : 1984\/10 (it's a reference). Enjoyable game. Runs well on my pc without crashes. Graphics are good, pixel style.
Could use a tutorial or some other explanation of the controls. Not sure how to make a profit, some explanation of the
trading would also be welcome. Perhaps a bit more polish necessary.. The best indie game which is including
Countryballs. Easy to play but hard to mastered.. its very very very small fry. but its interesting and unique. old skool
indie . like the story dislike the repetativeness.. If you own a VR headset and have at least a fleeting interest in art, you
must download this app, it's amazing!. Fun expansion. At first glance, it might appear to be possibly a little overpriced
for $5, but fun nevertheless. Level 15-20ish for the early bit I've played so far.

Now that I've played through it all, it's good. New items, new consumables, pretty much what I expected. Not
overpriced for the amount of stuff in it.. This game is total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and a complete
waste of money.
 DO NOT RECOMMEND!!!
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The idea of this game is good. It's a Lemmings type of puzzle game where you have to save a number of fish each level using a
variety of tools. There are several modes of play: adventure, free and survival. In the adventure mode you play through each
level in sequence, in the free mode you can replay any level you've already finished and use extra tools which you buy using
coins you find in each level. In the survival mode perma death is introduced. You start with 100 fish, but any fish that get's
killed means you'll have less fish at the start of the next level.
I have a number of problems with this game. First of all it's not been optimized for mouse based play. Instead of giving you
icons on screen to open up the menu or fastforward the game you have to use the keyboard. My second problem is that there are
often things happening at several parts of a level, since water tends to collect whenever there is a bottle neck and many levels
have several at different parts of the levels. And you can't keep track of what is happening because you cannot pause the game,
nor can you divide the screen into several parts (like in commandos) and there is also no mini map. So I often have to frantically
move the camera up and down, left and right in order to keep track of different parts of the level, opening and closing snails
(which act like faucets) or waiting for the right moment to use a specific tool. In similar games like Lemmings you often get
enough tools to try out different solutions. But in this game, you get the bare minimum of tools necessary to finish a level. And
while I've sometimes managed to find a creative solution, most of the times it's clear that there is one specific solution you have
to follow. Which strips many levels of any creativity that makes these type of games intereseting. You could argue that you can
return to these levels in free mode and buy extra tools so you can try new solutions. But since the amount of money is limited,
spending too much money on one level will make it impossible to experiment with other levels. My final problem is the wonky
physics. The water doesn't always behave in a consistent way so a solution that works once might not work (the same way) the
second time. All these little problems together make for a game that is fun in concept and looks pretty, but which is frustrating
to play in practice.. Got potential, obviously they are standing into each other and walking through tables but I like it. Creaters,
fix the standing into each other and walking into tables, give more of a tutorial rather than a read through about shopping and
everything along with the make it yourself menu (It shouldn't really be telling you how to make your own recipe even if it is to
sour or strong. Maybe instead you decide how much of the ingredient you want like pizza connection 3) then it'll be perfect for
all gamers but specially the disabled as well. The reason I said disabled as well is because I am smart like a able bodied person
but more of a learner by being shown what to do rather than reading and forgetting what I've just read, lol. But understand more
if an arrow or pop up came. I found this helps even with my able bodied friends too not just me. Thanks. Jet Hero is my
achievement cow. I work. I get achievements. Everything keeps turning. Cheapest cow I ever bought.. When you die in the game
you die for real. Absolutely love it!
I played it about 4-3 Years ago and it's still a Brilliant Game..
It sucks how Multiplayer is Down though..
And that there's no Frontlines: Fuel Of War 2..
But Still! A Fantastic Game!
10/10
. Sadly, this is a rather mediocre hidden object game that was developed by "SpinTop" rather than PopCap (who only published
it) - wish I'd noticed that before purchasing as PopCap themselves make excellent games.

There is a simple story-framing piece of text at the start, then it's the same New York-themed screens (with like 10 objects to
find in each) over and over and over, with each grouping of 2-8 (of the 25) screens separated by simple match 3, word find,
jigsaw or rotation puzzle, with no actual story (unlike, say, Pirateville from MumboJumbo, where you have story setups for
every screen you play). Got about 12 "clues" (levels, out of 25) in before giving up in boredom, so I don't know if they bothered
with anything other than a simple text outro once you find the will...

In short, not worth the effort or the price - and *always* check to make sure PopCap's the developer as well as the publisher
before buying. :\/

EDIT: Oh, and worst of all, if you leave your mouse on an object while you're searching for others (to remind yourself where it
is so you can get multiple in a row for a speed bonus), it will pop up a big panel, that you have to click away, once per scene
telling you that you can use the hint button (no matter how many times you may have used that button in the past). So incredibly
annoying.. Not recommended its suck not fun and my antivirus reacts on it so i cant play it and i have norton security please
dont but it!. Gooooooooooooood morning VIETNAM! 8\/10. Easily one of the best game soundtracks out there. Up there next
to Hotline: Miami and Portal 2. Even includes one of my all time favorite songs, HOME - Resonance.
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